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Business A Panel on home-based urban 

cideries

Panelists will discuss their experiences with starting home-based cideries, 

including best practices, pitfalls to avoid, and what to expect. Topics will 

include dealing with municipal regulators, Department of Agriculture, and 

liquor regulators, how to maximize use of space, and bare minimums of 

equipment that is needed, creative solutions and technological “hacks.” A 

question and answer session will allow cideries in planning to workshop 

specific topics.

Abram Goldman-

Armstrong & Nat West

Cider Riot & 

Reverend Nat’s Hard 

Cider

Business Accounting and Legal Highlights from 

Start up to Exit

High level discussion of legal and accounting topics that owners and 

management need to be aware of throughout the lifecycle of a business, 

with emphasis on the cider industry.  The majority of the discussion will 

focus on start-ups, with topics to include entity selection, agreements with 

partners, sources of capital, bookkeeping.  Will also discuss operational 

topics during the life of a business and exit planning.

Caleb Williams & Kevin 

O’Brien

Saalfeld Griggs PC & 

Irvine & Co., CPAs

Business TTB Compliance Session TTB Staff

Business FDA Compliance Session FDA Staff

Business Labeling & Marketing:  The Complex 

Interaction of Regulatory, Trademark, 

and False Advertising Law

This session will present a holistic legal view of hard cider labeling and 

advertising.  We will cover important fundamentals such as trademark 

registration and compliance with FDA and/or TTB regulatory standards.  

Moreover, we will present ways to minimize the risk of false advertising 

and unfair competition claims – a subject of considerable industry interest 

in light of recent suits concerning the labeling and advertising of Beck’s 

Beer, Tito’s Vodka, Templeton Rye, and others.

Marc Sorini & Robert 

Zelnick

McDermott Will & 

Emery LLC

Business Practical System in a Cider Business: 

How we run things at Wandering 

Aengus Ciderworks

James Kohn Wandering Aengus 

Ciderworks

Business Pros and Cons of Contracted 

Cidermaking

Learn how Hawksong Cider used an innovative TTB category called 

“custom crush” to get started quickly with only a little capital

Jeff Nicol Hawksong Cider

Business Strategies for a Profitable Tasting 

Room

For many small wineries and cideries, a tasting room is one of the major (if 

not the only) mechanism for wine/cider purchases. Furthermore, 

memorable visits to a tasting room will likely result in posterior retail and/or 

online sales. This program will explore the various types of tasting rooms, 

and present a series of steps a cidery may consider if they want to launch 

a successful tasting room.  The expected outcomes should include 

increases in brand awareness and sales revenues.

Gustavo Ferreira Virginia Tech 

University

Business  Surviving the American Dream (Cider 

Business Start-Up)

Pre-business decisions; business plan & early business execution Bruce Nissen USACM Board
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Cidermaking Analytical Approaches to Hard Cider 

Production

This presentation will discuss the basic analytical tests used for hard cider 

production including the trade-offs between cost, sensitivity, and labor for 

each test. Common user errors for these tests, and ways to correct them, 

will be presented. Also addressed will be measurement techniques and 

equipment that decrease labor.

Bryan Holmes Citizen Cider

Cidermaking Cidery Hygiene This talk will go over the basic of Cidery Hygiene: Cleaning and Sanitation 

of equipment and overall facility.

Rebekka deKramer Scott Labs

Cidermaking Custom Crush: The Virtual Cidery So you want to start a cidery, but don't have the capital to finance a 

building, equipment and start production? Believe it or not, it’s still 

possible! Learn how Hawksong Cider used an innovative TTB category 

called “custom crush” to get started quickly with only a little capital, 

enabling us to spend more on branding, marketing and sales. You too 

may decide to start your cidery via third party cidery using custom crush.

Jeff Nicol Hawksong Cider LLC

Cidermaking Evaluating the use of exogenous 

tannins in hard cider production 

though chemical and sensory 

characterization.

This session will report on the impact of exogenous tannin additions 

during hard cider production.  We have compared two types of tannins, 

condensed tannins (derived from grape) and hydrolysable tannins (wood 

derived), as well as the timing of addition (additions made at the start of 

fermentation or during aging).  Trials were conducted in a laboratory 

setting in replicated lots in tangent with a commercial trial. Data regarding 

the composition and sensory characteristics of the juices and ciders will be 

presented to illustrate the results of this trial.

Seth Cohen Appalachian State 

University

Cidermaking Hop Around The Block Hops are a natural addition to a cidermaker's bag of tricks. They can open 

markets, bringing some of the flavors that the more staunch beer lovers 

seek, but also enhance a cider's character for it's own sake. Citrus is a 

dominant flavor, but you can also find pine, rose, and even earthy 

characteristics. Join us to discuss (and, of course, taste!) various hop and 

yeast combinations in a reference cider blend.

John Metta Fox-Tail cider

Cidermaking Moderated Open Forum Series on 

Stabilization - Sorbates

Open Forum

Cidermaking Understanding Yeast with the Yeast 

Whisperer

Shea Comfort 

Cidermaking Cider Apple Polyphenols:  Origin and 

Influence on Cider Sensory 

Characteristics

This session will provide unbiased, educational information on chemical 

and sensory aspects of polyphenols, the class of compounds that includes 

tannins, and the role of these compounds in cider quality.  Factors 

determining polyphenol composition and concentration in apples, and how 

processing impacts polyphenol composition in cider will be discussed, 

followed by presentation of original research results on cider apple 

polyphenols from 20 cultivars grown in Virginia.

Amanda Stewart Virginia Tech
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Cidermaking Moderated Open Forum Series on 

Stabilization - Pastuerization

Open Forum

Cidermaking Moderated Open Forum Series on 

Stabilization - Sterile Filteration, 

Velcorin, and Other 

Techniques/Options

Open Forum

Cidermaking Panel - Ciderhouse Equipment 

Options

Panel

Cidermaking  Fermentation Dynamics for Better 

Cider

Jocelyn Kuzelka

General Cider Markets Develop and Change - 

Lessons learnt in the United Kingdom

The United Kingdom in the largest cider market in the world but has 

changed dramatically over recent years and will change again over the 

coming years. 

This is an opportunity to hear from Martin Thatcher, fourth generation cider 

maker and Chairman of the UK National Association of Cider Makers, 

about the lessons he has learnt over the past 25 years, as Managing 

Director of Thatchers Cider, and how these could be applied to the 

developing US cider market.

Martin Thatcher Thatchers Cider Ltd. 

UK

General Sensory Analysis Training (4 hours) Indepth Cider Sensory Analysis Training. Charles McGonegal and 

Gary Awdy

Aeppeltreow

General How is the Cider Category Doing in 

The US

Survey of the US Cider Market. Robert Vail Angry Orchard

General TTB CIDER Industry Federal 

Compliance Training (3.5 hours) 

Indepth Cider focus TTB workshop. TTB Staff

General US and World Apple Crop 2014 & 

Cider Apple Prospecitves 

US Apple's Mark Seetin takes us on a survey of the US and World apple 

crop of 2014, 2015 outlook and Cider Apple Production

Mark Seetin & Gregory 

Peck

US Apple & Virginia 

Tech
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Marketing/Sales An Overview of the Cider Market in the 

U.S. Eastern Coast

The hard cider market has experienced the fastest growth among all 

alcoholic beverages in the United States. The following program will 

present the latest and most comprehensive market information regarding 

the cider industry in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic regions. This will 

include information on production, consumption trends, packaging, pricing, 

distribution, and direct sales.

Gustavo Ferreira Virginia Tech 

University

Marketing/Sales Panel - On-Premise Cider 

Prespectives 2014

Various bars, restaurants and pubs retailers from across the country share 

their perspectives on Cider in 2014 and what they are looking for in 2015.

Panel

Marketing/Sales The US Cider Market Historical, 

Current & Projected

A summary of the past 35 years of selling and marketing  cider in the US 

and the pit falls, the current market and growth of the category, how it will 

segment and where it may go in the next fifteen years.Jeffrey House has 

been a pioneer in the United States cider revival.

Jeffrey House California Cider 

Company

Marketing/Sales From Press to Press: Getting Media 

Coverage for Your Cider Brand

The ability to share your cider story with your local community and the 

world at-large has never been greater thanks to the abundance of media 

outlets, publications, and blogs. Get an editor's perspective on how you 

can optimize your public relations efforts at minimal cost and effectively 

tailor your stories in a manner that’s relevant to the vast array of media. 

Attendees will share what they've been doing, what they haven't had time 

to do, and what they would like to do, and garner advice targeted to their 

experiences.

Jeff Cioletti Beverage World 

magazine

Marketing/Sales Panel - Cider Sales Strategies & 

Tactics

A street level perspective of how to manage and successful make cider 

sales.

Panel

Marketing/Sales Panel - Distributor views on Cider in 

2014

Various distributors from across the country share their perspectives on 

Cider in 2014 and what they are looking for in 2015.

Panel

Marketing/Sales Panel - Off-Premise Cider 

Prespectives 2014

Various Off-Premise retailers including independents and chain buyers 

from across the country share their perspectives on Cider in 2014 and 

what they are looking for in 2015.

Panel

Marketing/Sales The Honeymoon: Distribution Bliss You've done your market research, found a distributor you like and have 

said your vows.  How do you translate the optimism of your courtship into 

success in your new market?  This session will provide insight on 

distributors and how you can use your new partner for near and long-term 

success in the market.

John Hoyos Hunterdon Brewing 

Co.
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Orchard Designing and establishing a cider 

orchard

Come learn about what it takes to plant a new cider orchard. What are the 

biggest expenses? What are the best rootstocks to use? What 

amendments and fertilizers are needed? What are the primary diseases 

and insect pests that affect apples?

Gregory Peck Virginia Tech

Orchard Bittersweet fruit and English cider-

making

Neil Macdonald, from Somerset, UK, is a founding partner of cider-makers 

Orchard Pig and an experienced orchard management expert. He is 

currently a Nuffield Farming Scholar for 2014, where his topic is 

"Orcharding for the Next Decade". Here he discusses his findings and 

offers some tips from the home of cider-making to help make great US 

cider.

Neil Macdonald Orchard Groundcare

Orchard Growing cider apple in Wisconsin with 

a comprehensive approach

Assisted by a Specialty Crop Block Grant, this project was designed to: 1. 

Educate growers about hard cider apple varieties and cultivation, i.e., 

bitter sweet varieties containing tannins. Since the apples will be 

processed, they require less intensive management and may work well in 

a diversified orchard. 2. Develop a template for a grower contract. In other 

countries, long term contracts assist growers to plant cider apple blocks 

and assure cider makers of their needed varieties. These can be 15 – 20 

year contracts. 3. Implement an Economic Viability Formula. A formula 

has been developed in Virginia that allows an orchardist to evaluate 

whether adding a cider block to their orchard makes management and 

economic sense. This will be adapted to Wisconsin and used to help 

growers determine if this is a correct move for them. .

Herdie Baisden Maiden Rock Winery 

& Cidery

Orchard Pest Management Programs for Cider 

Orchards

Cider apple production presents unique opportunities to reduce pest 

management inputs and costs in the production of high-quality fruit. This 

presentation will include an overview of major insects and disease pests 

within multiple U.S. production regions; appropriate pest management 

practices for their management; and areas where cider apple growers may 

reduce inputs to improve sustainability.

Terence Bradshaw University of Vermont

Orchard  Commercial Organic Apple Production 

in the Midwest

While commercial scale organic fruit production is rare in the Midwest it is 

possible and may be more feasible for cider orchards than fresh market 

orchards. Hoch orchard produces certified organic apples on over 30 

acres in southeastern Minnesota. We produce wholesale apples and fresh 

cider for food cooperatives in the Twin Cities metro area. We use state of 

the art IPM with electronic weather data loggers and computer modeling to 

control pests with organic products. This presentation should give 

individuals a thorough overview of the production practices required and 

should be valuable to anyone considering organic apple production in the 

humid regions of the nation.

Harry Hoch Hoch Orchard and 

Gardens Inc

Orchard  Growing Apples, growing Cider: an 

Orchardist’s and a Cider Maker’s 

perspective on growing and sourcing 

desert apples and specialty cider fruit 

for craft cider making.

Data will be presented on the horticultural and cider making qualities of 

common and not so common northeastern cultivars. Methodologies for 

evaluating fruit and cider characteristics will be discussed, along with the 

horticultural, enological, and economic considerations that need to be 

taken into account when choosing which cultivars are best suited for the 

growing cider industry.

Benjamin E. Calvi Champlain Orchards
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Tastings Apple ice wine -Ice cider, a cider 

making orinating from the cold 

climate.

Apple ice wine / Ice cider was develop 20 years ago in the cold winter of 

Quebec. Two methods of production have been developed using the 

natural cold of our winters. The first is natural cryoconcentration of the 

juice. The second is obtained a natural cryoextraction by practicing a 

Winter harvest of the apple in January. We will oversee the two methods 

while doing a comparative tasting. Also, Ice cider of Quebec will soon be 

recognized domination by the government of Quebec. RSVP required.

François Pouliot La Face Cachee de la 

Pomme

Tastings Cheese and Cider Pairing Method Learn the method of successfully pairing cider and cheese. RSVP 

required.

TBD

Tastings Cider Mixology Top Chicago Mixologists create cocktails with cider. RSVP required. TBD

Tastings Palate Challenge; Cidermaker versus 

You with 33 Books spider graphs

Using the 33 Cider books as a guide this session pits your perceptions of 

various ciders against those of the makers.

33 Books

Tastings Same Juice, Different Ciders - how 

different cidermakers have crafted 

with Farnum Hill bittersweet juice.

Farnum Hill has been sharing their bittersweet juice with the Cider Industry 

for years. Now taste how various cidermakers have used their skills to 

make it their own.

Panel Farnum Hill

Tastings Spanish Cider Appreciation with the 

Spanish Cidermakers

Spanish Ciders have gotten much attention lately because of their obvious 

"style" and distrinct characteristics. Learn first hand from Spanish Cider 

makers and imports what goes into their unique ciders.

Panel
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Vendor Presentation First Steps Towards a Packaging 

Program

An effective packaging program is a balance between marketing 

objectives, design aesthetics, legal requirements, equipment capabilities, 

capital resources, and of course, material costs.  This session introduces 

new and "in planning" producers to the questions that must be asked and 

answered before a packaging plan can be finalized and packaging 

equipment and material orders can be placed.

Robert Drumm Atlas Labels & 

Packaging

Vendor Presentation How to choose the best packaging 

system for cider

What do you really need to know about keg systems?

How can choosing the appropriate keg system boost your growth and 

profitability by?

What lessons can be learned by comparing packaging systems?

This presentation will enable you as a cider producer and distributor to 

more effectively compare keg and packaging systems. You will be able to 

make better and more profitable choices and take the first steps to 

increasing growth - while your customers enjoy better-quality cider.

Andy Halcarz Lightweight 

Containers

Vendor Presentation Everything you ever wanted to know 

about Velcorin, a microbial control 

agent

This talk will cover all of the ins and out of Velcorin, a microbial control 

agent used at the point of bottling.

Rebekka deKramer Scott Labs

Vendor Presentation Pressing for Choice - Belt Press 

Technology 101

Juice and Cider Producers and Customers World Wide have one common 

demand, Quality.  Juice and Cider is produced with passion and its the 

experience and control of the complete process that ensures the best 

product. 

With High Efficiency Reduced Energy, Controlled Yield Flexibility and 

Modular Maintenance. Core Equipment Ltd would like to present and show 

that a Belt Press Juice Process Solution delivers the control and ensures 

that high quality standards are consistently achieved. 

Our Goal is to share with participants our detailed 360 degree product and 

process knowledge and experience of belt presses with the objective that 

producers have a balanced choice in their production needs.

Gary Bennett Core Equipment Ltd


